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and 1878 which have remained operative until the present
day.
Pitt reduces    Ipftt's desire for sound and orderly finance led him to
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establishes y execute other important reforms. The Treasury was daily
Taxes.°f being pillaged by hosts of robbers, who enjoyed a lucrative
business by evading high duties.";. To meet this evil, Pitt
greatly reduced the duties on tea and spirits—the chief
goods carried by smugglers: for example, the duty on tea
was lowered from 119 to 12} per cent.1 At the same time
ships which loitered off the coast were to be subjected to
seizure. Where several duties had been levied on one
article, Pitt replaced them by one duty, approximately
equal to their sum total: this did not produce any great
increase in revenue, but it considerably simplified and
cheapened the collection of the duties?). In addition, whereas
the taxes on carriages, carts, and male-servants had been
managed by the Excise Department, those on horses by the
Commissioners of Stamps, and those on houses and windows
by a third Department, Pitt now placed all the taxes under
the control of one Board of Taxes. This, again, was an
economy which made for efficiency as well as for reduced
costs of collection.
(But Pitt's brilliant fiscal ambitions were left partly
unfulfilled because of the outbreak of war with France,
He had made for himself the career of a great peace Minister:
by temperament and training he was fitted to give to his
country the benefits of reforms which twenty years of peace
wcmld have made possible. But six years after he took
policy. office the French Revolution broke out and reacted with
tremendous force on the history of the whole world, and
in 1793 England entered the war against France, which
completely changed the career of Pitt/j
Before the outbreak of the Revolution, though domestic
policy had  absorbed  the  greater   part   of   Pitt's  time,
J foreign  policy  had  received  close   attention.     England
had emerged from the War of American  Independence
without allies.   France had been her chief enemy, and was
united with Spain by the Family Compact: Austria had
* Rose, 'Pitt, p. ,184.

